Notes for GE4211 Field Trip to Marina Barrage (2 Apr ‘18)

Denitza Voutchkova

1 COASTAL PROTECTION
Coastal protection is one of the priorities in dealing with climate change effects in Singapore (the
other is “improving drainage”).
Minimum land reclamation level in Singapore was raised from 3 to 4 m above mean sea level in 2011
to address the projected sea level raise under the 2nd Climate change study.
Defense from erosion:



70-80% of Singapore’s coastline: either walls or stone embankment
30-20% is “natural”, e.g. sandy beaches and mangroves

Developing appropriate coastal measures  coastal engineering, wave dynamics, coastal
morphology, and hydrodynamics.

Figure 1 2011 distribution of seawalls (in orange) around Singapore (source: Lai et al 2015, uploaded to IVLE,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ocecoaman.2014.11.006)

Building and Construction Authority (BCA) has commissioned a study that will form the national
framework for coastal protection measures (the Straits Times, Jan 5, 2018). The study started in 2013
and was initially planned to be completed by the end of 2017, but has been pushed back to the 2nd
half of 2018. The reason for this delay was because “more time is needed to consider fresh input and
to engage stakeholders, so coastal protection strategies will complement development plans” (the
Straits Times, see link below).
The study is undertaken by Surbana International Consultants & DHI Water and Environment.
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Surbana International Consultants
13500+ employees, 120+ offices, 40+ countries
Few other projects (design/planning & implementation):





Marina South Pier as a replacement of the historic
Clifford Pier (link).
Tuas View Reclamation Project (link)
Marina Bay reclamation (link)
East Coast reclamation (link)

DHI Water and Environment (DHI Singapore)
50 years, projects in 140 countries, offices in 30
countries, corporate video (featuring Singapore)

Figure 2 screen-grab from the web-site of Surbana
Jurong

“… global leader in solving the world’s toughest challenges in water environments – using knowledge
gained from more than 50 years of dedicated research and real-life experience in 140 countries”
DHI’s regional headquarters for Asia Pacific and South-East Asia.





Main activities: marine hydraulics, marine water quality, marine environment impact studies
and environmental monitoring and management of marine works.
‘trusted advisor’ to the Singapore government, undertaking initial environmental feasibility
assessments, EIAs and providing met-ocean design conditions for all of the major reclamation
and dredging developments in Singapore.
MIKE software + courses (and education materials)

Info from:





NCCS (National Climate Change Secretariat) on Coastal Protection
“First-of-its-kind climate change study to form national framework for coastal protection
measures“
Surbana International Consultants
DHI Water and Environment (DHI Singapore)

2 TECHNOLOGICAL STEPS
Construction in water environment: Marina Barrage & Marina Coastal Expressway




Cofferdam  “a watertight enclosure pumped dry to permit construction work below the
waterline, as when building bridges or repairing a ship” google dictionary 
Geology: Upper Marine Clay (10m thick), Lower Marine Clay (20m thick), Old Alluvium at
about 40-50m depth.
Cofferdam for Marina Barrage: 42m deep, two parallel steel sheet piles, filled with sand and
supported on the dry side by sand berm; the cofferdam had to be self-supporting gravity
structure, designed for 11m hydrostatic & wave pressure; the upper marine clay was to be
dredged & filled with sand (source).
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Figure 3 left: 11 Mar 2006 cofferdam and part of Marina Barrage; right: 27 Apr 2007 removing the cofferdam, water flows
trhough (source: Google Earth)



LTA building challenges Marina Bay Crossing (C485): “Building on toothpaste and peanut
butter” (source)

Figure 4 Source: Land Transport Authority (link)



420m tunnel, 20m below mean sea level; work was conducted in 2 stages to avoid disrupting
daily operations at Marina Barrage. See illustration from the newsletter (LTA) and Google
Earth images (following pages)
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Figure 5 Stages in construction, allowing for water discharge (source: LTA newsletter 2009, link)

Figure 6 left: 19 Oct 2009; right: 06 Apr 2010

Figure 7 left: 01 Apr 2012; right: 22 Jun 2012
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Figure 8 22 Apr 2013

3 MARINA BARRAGE & RESERVOIR

















Envisioned in 1987 by MP Lee Kuan Yew (fresh water lake)
Coastal reservoir (as opposed to inland ones)
Opened October 2008  this year is the 10th anniversary
226 million Singaporean $; it took 3 years, work began in 2005
The 1st reservoir in the hearth of the city;
Largest catchment area: 10000 ha (100 km2) or 1/6 of the island; also most urbanized
5 rivers (water ways) feed in: Kallang River, Geylang River, Singapore River, Rochor Canal,
Stamford Canal
About 15 months took to reduce the salt concentrations from 35 000 mg/l to 2000 mg/l (the
source didn’t specify what is “salt” in this context)
2006  paradigm shift  open reservoirs for the public
Designed to “blend in well with the environment”, with guidance from the Urban
Redevelopment Authority (URA)’s Design Advisory Panel.
3 in 1 function: flood prevention; drinking water; recreation
Drainage pumps: 7.8m high (the art replica is not ~8m though, so it is not 1:1 scale!), 40 m3/s,
can drain Olympic-sized swimming pool in a minute
9 hydraulically operated steel crest gates: 5m x 26.8 m
Integrated water system  Orchard Road flooding in 2010; the expert panel report (2012) 
flooding was due to higher rainfall intensities, which led to surface runoff, which
overwhelmed Stamford canal
5 teams (45 people):
o operations (gates & drainage pumps);
o maintenance  checks of equipment;
o water quality monitoring (collect samples & ensure cleanliness)  water quality is
checked twice a day (T, pH, salinity etc);
o managing water activities in the reservoir;
o use of facilities & events by external parties  from picnics, National day celebration,
flash mobs, weddings etc. at least 10 enquiries/week
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Sources + Links with additional info:












“Catching Rainfall in Marina Bay: Water Necessity, Policy, and Innovation in Singapore” by
Silvia Schmid (uploaded to IVLE)
“The Big Read: A decade on, Marina Barrage is now key to S'pore's water management”
https://www.todayonline.com/singapore/big-read-mere-idea-icon-marina-barrage-10-years
Marina Barrage (video by PUB): https://youtu.be/EaRULQompEk
“Open the Flood Gates!! - Marina Barrage Singapore [4K]“(video showing the area from
above + open gates: https://youtu.be/M0Z-tjOI7Gw
Marina Reservoir (Singapore Infopedia, NLB):
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_1388_2008-11-22.html
Marina Barrage (Singapore Infopedia, NLB):
http://eresources.nlb.gov.sg/infopedia/articles/SIP_2017-05-22_142528.html
Arts trail: https://www.pub.gov.sg/marinabarrage/mustsee/artstrail
Architecture: https://www.pub.gov.sg/marinabarrage/mustsee/architecture
Green Features: https://www.pub.gov.sg/marinabarrage/aboutmarinabarrage/greenfeatures
Singapore’s water story: http://web.asiaone.com/singapores-water-story/index.php
Every Drop Counts (collection of illustrations + videos about water security in Singapore):
https://www.gov.sg/microsites/everydropcounts

Additional questions for reflection:





Architectural design of Marina Barrage: combining function and aesthetic aspects;
Feelings/thoughts about Water Wally?
Reservoir or opportunity to brand Singapore as the sustainable city from the future?
Water & Art at Marina Barrage.
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